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A corrigendum on

A retrospective cohort study on the association between early

coagulation disorder and short-term all-cause mortality of critically

ill patients with congestive heart failure

by Tang, Y., Chen, Q., Liang, B., Peng, B., Wang, M., Sun, J., Liu, Z., Zha, L., and Yu, Z. (2022).

Front. Cardiovasc. Med. 9:999391. doi: 10.3389/fcvm.2022.999391

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement [Our

study was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (81873416

and 8210012237), the Key Research and Development Program of Hunan Province

(2020SK2065), and the Natural Science Foundation of Hunan Province (2022JJ30981)].

The fund number (8210012237) was the initial acceptance number, not the final grant

number. The correct Funding statement appears below.

Funding

Our study was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of

China (81873416 and 82100071), the Key Research and Development Program of

Hunan Province (2020SK2065), and the Natural Science Foundation of Hunan

Province (2022JJ30981).

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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